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Raphael. (1483-1520). Raphael, unlike
Leonardo and Michelangelo, was not a sculp-
tor or an architect, but just a painter. But he
•was perhaps the most versatile painter that
ever lived. He could paint a sacred scene for
an altar piece of a church, a portrait, a study
from classical mytholog-y, or a historical scene
all superbly, and yet each in so different a
manner that even a critic could scarcely tell
that they came from the same hand. Most
famous of all his paintings is the "Sistine
Madonna," the best known and best loved of
all madonnas.
The same Pope who had engaged Michel-
angelo to decorate the Sistine Chapel decided
to employ Raphael to redecorate a series of
rooms in the Vatican. These had already been
frescoed by great artists, but the pictures
were destroyed and Raphael was given free
hand. Over a window appears the "Deliver-
ance of St. Peter," a painting which in its
treatment of light and shade rivals Correggio.
But the two greatest paintings which the
rooms contain are the "Disputa," which shows
the Christian saints fascinated by a glorious
vision of God, Christ, the Holy Spirit, and the
great characters of scripture; and the "School
of Athens." This latter painting represents an
assembly of the great philosophers, poets and
men of science of Greece. The remarkable
thing is that Raphael, who was not a phil-
osopher, should have been able to give this
brilliant Grecian civilization such exact repre-
sentation.
His great painting of the "Transfiguration,"
by some critics regarded as the greatest paint-
ing in the -world, was unfinished at the artist's
death. The upper group, Christ, Moses and
Elias above the mount, and the middle group,
Peter, James and John upon the mount, were
completed, but the lower group of the de-
moniac, his parents and the people was not
finished. Raphael's body was laid out in his
studio, by the side of his unfinished master-
piece, and all Rome flocked to the place to do
honor to the "prince of painters,"
Other Painters. Venice produced a school
supreme in its use of color and Titian (1477—
1576), chief of the Venetians, takes rank with
the other great masters. Others of note who
flourished in the sixteenth century were
Palma Vecchio, who painted beautiful women
with marvelous effect; Tintoretto, a master of
color; and Paul Veronese, who was skilled in
portraying banquet scenes.
Painting Elsewhere in Europe.   In the
Netherlands the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies produced the Yan Eyeks, a famous
family of Flemish painters. Hans Memling
(1430-1494) was another master of the
Flemish school whose work shows a distinct
advance in the progress of painting. In
Germany the influence of the Flemish school
made itself felt and produced in Albrecht
Durer of Nuremberg the most celebrated
master of his time north of the Alps. Then
 followed Hans Holbein the younger, the
greatest painter Germany ever had, who ex-
celled in pictorial effects and in use of detail,
as well as in general effect. Lucas van
Leyden stands as the most important painter
of the early Dutch school.
Seventeenth Century. With the seven-
teenth century came a decline, brought about
chiefly by the slavish imitation of the great
painters of the preceding period. In Italy
the art of Guido Reni, Albani and Domeni-
chino, representatives of the Bolognese
school, begun somewhat earlier by the Carac-
ci, was excellent for its technical qualities,
but it was entirely lacking in originality.
In Flanders Rubens became the greatest
exponent of Italian art. His pictures are
especially good for their strength and bril-
liant coloring. His chief pupil was Yan
Dyck, noted for his portraits. At this same
time there arose also a noted class of genre
painters, among whom was Teniers the
younger. In Holland art had attained a dis-
tinct individuality in Franz Hals, and to a
greater degree in Rembrandt, both portrait
painters distinguished for their remarkable
groups. Holland, too, is the great exponent
of landscape painting, as shown in the work
of such men as Yan de Yelde, Ruysdael
and Cuyp, and of genre painting, in the nat-
uralism of Gerard Dow and Yan Ostade.
Painting in Spain which stands alone in
the prevailing religious ascetic character of
its productions, reached its greatest epoch in
this century, with the realism and religious
fervor of Yelasquez and Murillo.
Italian influence was very marked in
France in the seventeenth century. Nich-
olas Poussin, figure and landscape painter,
was one of the greatest painters France can
claim. Claude Lorraine and Casper a Poussin
are painters of landscape, who, though born
in France, yet worked in Italy and stand
apart from the followers of the national
style, which was coeval with the court of
Louis XIY and representative of it, the
chief exponents being Le Brun and Mignard.
Eighteenth Century. In England the first
native painter of note was William Hogarth,
who turned directly to nature in his art. He
was followed by Sir Joshua Reynolds and by
Gainsborough, distinctly original. A school
of water-colorists arose at this time, among
whom Turner stands preeminent.
Nineteenth Century. In France, David, a
painter whose influence made itself felt

